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We present a detailed study of the influence of the form and strength of the interatomic potential
on the one-dimensional elastic collision kernel 8'(U,', u, ), a quantity of interest in the study of the ef-
fects of velocity-changing collisions on laser spectroscopic line shapes. We find that the absolute
magnitudes of collision kernels are very sensitive while normalized collision kernels are moderately
sensitive to the potential form used. This indicates the importance of employing realistic interatom-
ic potentials and reliable differential cross sections in the accurate determination of collision kernels.
For the case of the Lennard-Jones {12,6) potential, we found a universal semiclassical Lennard-Jones
(SCLJ) analytica/ model function, which is the combination of a semiclassical expression for sma11
to medium scattering angles and a classical expression for large scattering angles, capable of provid-
ing correct average quantum-mechanical behaviors of differential cross sections for all scattering
angles. This greatly facilitates the (often time-consuming) numerical evaluation of the collision ker-
nel integrals and exhibits the correct collision kernel line profiles. It is found that the SCLJ collision
kernel consists of a strongly peaked forward diffractive zone (small-angle scatterings), reflecting the
nature of velocity resonance, as well as a broad wing region due to large-angle scatterings. Ambigui-
ties associated with the drawbacks of the hard-sphere model, the smaB-angle classical long-range
model, and the classical Lennard-Jones model are analyzed and clarified. %'hile our analysis is con-
fined to the Na-Ar and Ar-Ar systems, the conclusions derived from this study are general and are
expected to be also applicable to other systems ~here both the long- and short-range interactions
play essential roles in velocity-changing collisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the effects of velocity-changing collisions'
on laser spectroscopic line shapes is a subject of much
current interest both experimentally and theoretically.
Various nonlinear optical techniques such as satura-
tion spectroscopy, two-photon spectroscopy, velocity-
selective optical pumping, stimulated photon echo, etc. ,
have been applied to investigate the velocity-changing ef-
fects of collisions between active atoms and rare-gas per-
turbers. The quantity of interest here is the collision ker-
nel W(u', u) describing the probability per unit time that a
collision will change the projection of the atomic velocity
on the laser-beam axis from u' to u.
Several theoretical modelings on the collision kernels
have bxn proposed and scrutinized. ' ' ' ' The
phenomenological Keilson and Storer (KS) collision ker-
nel, ' ' having the appearance of a displaced Gaussian
form, is by far the most commonly adopted model. The
KS kernel provides analytically tractable solutions for the
line shape and yields a thermal distribution of atomic ve-
locities in the liinit when a large number of collisions take
place. However, it is best applied only to the situations
where the active atoms are much heavier than the per-
turbers and at high pressures. ' Improvement over the
KS model can be in principle achieved by taking into ac-
count the dependence of velocity-changing collisions upon
the strength and the form of the interaction potential be-
tween the active atom and the perturber atom. Introduc-
tion of realistic potentials, however, usually leads to in-
tractable analytical expressions for the collision kernels.
For example, even for the simplest case of the hard-sphere
(HS) interaction model, the expression for the collision
kernel is rather cumbersome. Nevertheless, the classical
hard-sphere (CHS) kernel has been found to be superior to
the KS kernel as the former gives a better description of
the effects of large-angle scattering for heavy perturbers
and at lower pressures. As will be shown later, however,
the CHS model tends to overestimate the contribution
from the large-angle scatterings caused by the repulsive
wall, and is liable to break down when attractive counter-
part of interatomic potential plays a significant role.
Indeed, the CHS model fails to reproduce the relatively
small velocity changes contributing in the vicinity of the
velocity resonance.
Rigorously speaking, the profile of the collision kernel
should reflect collisional information from all scattering
angles. It consists mainly of contributions from the for-
ward diffractive zone (small-angle scatterings), exhibiting
the nature of the velocity resonance, as well as a broad
wing region due to large-angle scatterings. To describe
such an uncharacteristic structure of the collision kernel
in a unified fashion, one needs to invoke more realistic in-
teratomic potential than the HS model and carry out the
corresponding differential cross sections in a more exact
manner. The purpose of this article is to exploit the sensi-
tivity of the differential cross section and the collision
kernel with respect to the strength and the form of intera-
tomic potentials and thereby clarify .many ambiguities
currently existing in the subject. For simplicity, we shall
confine our discussion to the case of elastic population
kernels where only one interatomic potential is involved.
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II. COLLISION KERNEL AND DIFFERENTIAL
CROSS SECTION
A. Collision kernel
The (three-dimensional) elastic collision kernel
W(v, v), representing the probability density per unit
time that a collision changes the active-atoxn velocity
from v' to v, is related to the differential cross section by
the following formal expression
3
IY(v', v) N —fdv Jd',vW, (v,' —v', )P
X5 v, —v„' ——(v —v')
p
&(u„'5(u, —u„')
are, respectively, the mass of the active atom and the re-
duced mass of the system [p, =mal(m+mz), m~ the
mass of the perturber], v', =v' —vz is the relative velocity
of the active atom (v') and the perturber (v~) before the
collision, and v, is the relative velocity after the collision.
The perturber velocity (thermal) distribution is given by
W&(uz}=(n'uz) ~ exp( u&/—uz), (2)
where u~ is the most probable speed of the perturber. The
quantity of the laser spectroscopic importance is the one-
dimensional kernel, W(u,', u, ), representing the probability
per unit time that a collision changes the projection of the
active-atom velocity on the laser-beam direction from u,
'
to u, . The one-dimensional kernel is obtained by averag-
ing the three-dimensional kernel W(v', v} over the
transverse-velocity components ( v,',v, } of the active
atoms, namely,
W(u,', u, )=f W(v', v)p(v', )dv,'dv, ,
X (v,', /v, —v, [). (1) where
p(u, )=(mu ) 'exp( u, /u —) (4)
Equation (1) represents the collision kernel in the center-
of-mass frame averaged over the perturber velocity distri-
bution Wr consistent with conservation of momentum
and energy. Here N is the density of perturbers; m and )u
is the thermal distribution of the transverse speed u, and
u is the most probably active-atom speed. Equation (3)
can be reduced to a triple integral of the form
W(v,', v, )=4Xn '~ Pk f ds, f dq f dpe ~'~ r' exp[ —k '(q +qo)] [(qz+p +q }'~,rl],
where
P=ulu~ =(m~/m)'i,
k =(1+P')/P',
B. Differential cross section
In the quantum-mechanical treatment' of the scatter-
ing process for central potentials V(r), the differential
cross section is given by
der/dQ=
i f(8) i
S=(v —v') /u =S,+S,z,
q(~) S, ( ,
' kS +pSg—)——
where f(8) is the scattering amplitude which can be
evaluated via the Rayleigh sum over partial waves:
f(8)= (2ik) ' g (21 + 1)(e ' —1)PI(cos8),
and
y=u,'/u .
Note that the elastic differential cross section (da/dQ)
depends upon g and v, = ~ v„~ =u(q()+q +p )'r, and
the scattering angle 8 in the center-of-mass frame is relat-
ed to g and U, by the relation
with 5I the phase shift, I the orbital angular momentum
quantum number, k (=pu, ) the initial wave number, and
PI(cos8) the I.egendre polynomial. The phase shifts 5I
are usually determined by numerical integration of the ra-
dial a&ave equation
8=2 sin '(g/2u, ) . subject to the asymptotic form
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gr (r) -sin(kr —lrr/2+5r ) . (9) 1. Lennard Jo-nes (12,6) potential
Such a procedure, while providing accurate results for
(der/dQ), is not practical for the evaluation of the col-
lision kernel as all together it involves a great amount of
computational work. A better strategy is to obtain some
approximate analytical forms for (do/d Q) valid for vari-
ous energy (k) and angular (8) regions. In the following
we discuss some of the most commonly used interatomic
potentials in laser spectroscopy.
The Lennard-Jones (12,6) potential is
'12 ' 6
m
V(r) =e (10)
where e is the potential well depth and r is the radius of
potential minimum.
(a) The classical small-angle scattering approximation'
1s
' CLJ 2
(8)
m 3rr
24[100—(154/rr)E8]'/ 4
'
]. /3
8—4/31( —I /3
X(I10+[100—(154/n)K8]'/ I / + I 10—[100—(154/n)E8]'/ I / }, at 8g8„=50m/77K, (1 la)
where 8„ is the rainbow angle, E =E/e is the reduced en-
ergy with E= 1/2rrsu„, and CLJ denotes classical
Lennard-Jones.
(b) The classical large-angle scattering approximation'
cross section. A convenient semiempirical model function
for a small-angle differential cross section has been re-
cently obtained by Beijerinck et al. , '
SCL ' SCL
1S
CLJ 2
dtr
(8)
rm
d Q (2.222 158)
at 8&8, =50rr/77EC . (11b)
(8)= (0)[1—Cr sin(C28' )
+( 8+2]—7/6
2. purely long range pote-ntial of the form V(r) =—Csr
NltII C6 —26r~
(a) The classical (CL) small-angle scattering approxima-
tion '
' CL
(8)=r —,' (2e)/Km 6
' 1/3
g
—7/3 (12)
Similar to Eq. (1 la), this expression shows 8 angular
dependence for small angles and diverges at 8=0.
(b) Semiclassical (SCL) small-angle scattering approxi-
mation. The singularity at the forward (8=0) direction
for classical expressions such as Eq. (12) can be removed
if one uses a semiclassical description of the differential
Equation (1 la) is obtained in the first-order momentum
approximation and is determined by the attractive branch
of the defiection function only. This formula shows the
monotonic decrease of the differential cross section at
small angles (large impact parameters) (dtrldQ)-8 '/
followed by the rainbow singularity at 8=8,. This classi-
cal expression also diverges as 8 goes to zero. Equation
(1 lb) is an approximate form for the differential cross sec-
tion at large angles (small impact parameters) determined
by the repulsive part of the potential only. It is nearly an-
gle independent and it depends only weakly on the re-
duced energy E.
0&8 &3.9. (13)
Here IC;] is a uniuersal set of parameters given by
Ci —3.75, Cz —0.556, and C3 —2.94. The reduced angle
8' and the differential cross section at the forward (8=0)
direction, (dtr/dQ) (0), are described in Ref. 15. The
asymptotic behavior of this function for 8' &pl and
8' »1 is in good agreement with the corresponding semi-
classical and classical results. As will be shown below,
Eq. (13) provides a good universal approximation for both
small and intermediate angles.
4. A unified expression of (do/d 0 ) for all angles
A proper account of the collision-kernel line profile re-
quires the information of differential cross sections at all
angles. To facilitate the numerical evaluation of the col-
lision kernel for realistic potentials, it is expedient to have
a universal analytical expression (do/dQ) valid for the
whole angular range. While such an expression is not
available for any realistic potential (excluding the hard-
sphere model), we found (as will be demonstrated below)
3. Hard-sphere potentia1
This has ben discussed extensively in the literature. '5
The collision kernels can be worked out analytically for
both the quantum-mechanical (small-angle) and the clas-
sical (all-angle) scatterings.
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the combination of the semiclassical expression, Eq. (13),
with the classical large-angle asymptotic expression, Eq.
(lib), in fact provides an excellent approximation to the
quantum mechanical scattering of the LJ (12,6) potential
at all angles. We shall denote such a unified expression by
the notation (do/dQ)sc (8).
III. CASE STUDIES: Na-Ar AND Ar-Ar SYSTEMS
To investigate the quality of various approxiinate dif-
ferential cross-section expressions and the sensitivity of
collision kernels with respect to the form and strength of
interatomic potentials, we shall consider the elastic col-
lisions between Na and Ar and between Ar and Ar in
their respective electronic ground states. These represent
interesting intermediate cases (active-atom —perturber
mass ratio —1} where both the attractive and the repul-
sive parts of the interaction potentials are significant in
the determination of the collision kernels. We note that
while we shall consider Na as the active atom in the Na-
Ar collision, the way of deciding which collision partner
is the active atom or perturber poses no practical signifi-
cance in our analysis below. We shall assume both the
binary collision approximation and the impact approxi-
mation are valid. The LJ (12,6) potential parameters are
shown in Table I.
(de/dQ)~ (8), and (der/dQ) (8), standing for the
classical Lennard-Jones, Eqs. (lla) and (lib); classical
(small-angle) long-range; Eq. (12), quantum-mechanical
(small-angle} hard-sphere; and classical hard-sphere
results, respectively. In general one sees that
(dtT/dQ) (8) gives good agreement with (do/dQ)™1
except at the classical rainbow angle and at the forward
direction (8=0) where the former diverges. (do/dQ)cL
provides good results at small angles (except near 8=0
where it diverges) but fails at large angles. While the clas-
sical hard-sphere results agree well with the quantum
mechanical results of a more realistic LJ potential at large
angles, they fail completely at small angles. In particular,
one notes that owing to the lack of the attractive part of
the potential, the forward scattering amplitudes of the
hard-sphere models could be many orders of inagnitude
10+6
o~
10
O
1
0+3
A. Differential cross-section calculations
For the Na-Ar system, we shall assume the thermal
temperature T=300 K. This corresponds to a reduced
energy approximately equal to 3. The elastic differential
cross sections as a function of the scattering angle 8 are
shown in Fig. l. In Fig. 1(a), the quantum-mechanical re-
sults' (der/dQ)™~, i.e., from Eqs. (6) and (7), for a
Lennard-Jones (12,6) potential are presented along with
the results from the unified expression (do/dQ} (8).
Apart from the neglect of the rainbow and orbiting ef-
fects, the semiclassical expression, Eq. (13), provides an
excellent representation of the average behavior of the
quantum-mechanical results for small and intermediate
angles. The quantum-mechanical rainbow oscillations are
in fact not significant here as they tend to be averaged out
by the thermal averaging calculations in collision-kernel
integrals. The differential cross sections at large angles
are also described well by the classical expression, Eq.
(lib), as can be seen by their good agreement with the
QMLJ results. Thus the unified expression
(do/dQ) (8) appears to be able to provide a reason-
ably good representation for the whole angular range.
Figure 1(b) depicts (do /d Q) (8), (do/d Q) "(8),
0+2
0
U
1
0+1
10
10+6
QO
0+4
10"
4)
N
10
O
10+1
10
t=
)
)
1
I
I
I
1
I
30
30
angle(degree)
angle(degree)
90 120
12Q
System
Na-Ar'
Ar-Ar
'Reference 17.
Reference 18.
t. (a.u. )
1.95X 10-4
4.481 85 X 10
r (a.u. )
9.5
7.0978
TABLE I. Potential parameters of the Lennard-Jones intera-
tomic potential V(r)=e[(r Ir)' 2(r Ir) j. —
FIG. 1. Elastic differential cross sections (do jdQ)(8) as
functions of the scattering angle 0 in the center-of-mass frame
for the Na-Ar system. The relative velocity U,
' is set to be equal
to the most probable active-atom (Na) speed u =(2k~TImN, )'
at temperature T=300 K. (a) Solid curve, (do. /dQ)~ (8);
dashed curve, (do /d Q)s~ (8). (b) Solid curve, (do jd Q)c (8);
dotted curve, (do/dQ) "; dashed curve 1, (do/dQ)~ Hs(0) at
small angles; dashed curve 2, (do jd Q) s(8). The hard-sphere
radius is taken to be 2 '~~r .
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FIG. 5. Normalized SCLJ one-dime- imensional collision kernel
)/8' as functions of (u, —u, )/u or the Ar-Ar system
k T }' Curve notations of (a)at T=600 K where u ={2 BT mA,
and (b) same as Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).
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1:0.075:0.0018. That is, the absolute inagnitudes of
W(u,', u, ) from hard-sphere models can be several orders
of magnitude smaller than the correct values. Similar
conclusions are found for the Ar-Ar system.
In the rest of this section, we shall confine our discus-
sion to the SCLJ collision kernel. The dependence of this
collision kernel upon U, at u,'=0, u, and 2u is shown
in Fig. 4(a) nearby the resonant velocity, i.e.,
~
(u, —u,')/u
~
&0.05, and in Fig. 4(b) for more extensive
region (including the line wing), i.e., ~ (u, —u,')/u ~ 4.0,
for the Na-Ar system. In the region around u, =u,' [Fig.
4(a)], i.e., corresponding to small-angle scatterings caused
by the attractive part of the potential, the line profile of
the normahzed W(u,', u, ) becomes narrower as u,' in-
creases. This narrowing phenomenon is a manifestation
of the fractional increase of the atoms being scattered into
the small angles when the z component of the atomic
velocity increases. When u,
' departs from zero, the line
profile exhibits asymmetry, with the left side (u, & u,') pro-
file being higher than that on the right side (u, ~ u,'). This
asymmetry is due to the large-angle scattering effects
caused by the repulsive potential, and is more clearly seen
away from the resonance velocity region where the small-
angle effects diminish, see Fig. 4(b). It is demonstrated in
Fig. 4(b) that as u,' increases, a shoulder gradually appears
on the left side, whereas its counterpart on the right side
is rapidly diminishing. This feature of the growth of the
asymmetry has also been seen in the classical hard-sphere
model in Fig. 3(a), and the order of magnitude of the
shoulder is about the same for both the SCLJ and CHS
calculations. This justifies the qualitative usefulness of
the CHS model in the wing region.
Figure 5 shows the normalized SCLJ W(u,', u, ) profiles
for the Ar-Ar system. In general, they exhibit the same
properties as discussed for the Na-Ar case. The potential
well depth and the equilibrium position of the LJ poten-
tial and the relative mass ratio of the active atom and the
perturber do not seem to have significant effect on the
outlook of the elastic collision kernel under study.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have studied the infiuence of the in-
teratomic potentials and their approximate forms of the
elastic differential cross sections on the one-dimensional
elastic collision kernel W(u,', u, ), which is intimately
relevant to the velority-se1ective laser spectroscopy. Our
analysis shows that the absolute magnitude of the collision
kernel W(u,', u, ) is uery sensitive while the normalized col-
lision kernel W(u,', u, ) is moderately sensitive to the poten-
tial function used. This indicates the importance of em-
ploying realistic interatomic potential and therefore
correct differential cross section at all angles in the accu-
rate determination of the corresponding collision kernel.
In the case of the Lennard-Jones (12,6) potential, the
SCLJ analytical model represents the correct average
quantum-mechanical behavior of the elastic differential
cross section for all angular range and serves as a good
starting point for efficient evaluation of the collision ker-
nel. The general properties of the collision kernel of the
Lennard-Jones potential are thus correctly demonstrated,
and many ambiguities associated with the drawbacks of
the hard sphere-model, the phenomenological Keilson-
Storer model, the small-angle classical long-range model,
and the classical Lennard-Jones model are therefore clari-
fied.
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